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Work Extruded – Table
Design by Ben Gorham
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LA MANUFACTURE

Work Extruded is a table whose design is formal
and uncompromising and reflects the work of its
creator, Ben Gorham. His ambition was to create
a system that allowed young creatives to build
and customise their workspace. The monumental
system is primarily focused on four remarkable
structural legs manufactured in extruded aluminum.
Standard industrialised components that are
allowing customised tops in a variety of materials
and sizes. The work desk is being launched in its
simplest iteration. A grand piece of furniture which
accommodates to single works spaces, multi-work
space environments and communal figurations.

Design by Ben Gorham
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LA MANUFACTURE
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LA MANUFACTURE

VARIANTS AND SIZES

WORK EXTRUDED

BEN GORHAM

A native Swede, born to an Indian mother and a
Canadian father, Ben grew up in Toronto, New
York and Stockholm.
He graduated from the Stockholm art school with
a degree in fine arts, but a chance meeting with
perfumer Pierre Wulff convinced him that he’d
rather create fragrances than paintings.
With no formal training in the field, Gorham,
31 years old , sought out the services of world
renowned perfumers Olivia Giacobetti and
Jerome Epinette, explaining his olfactory desires
and letting them create the compositions. As an
outsider in the beauty industry, Ben is somewhat
of an anomaly and has been recognized for his
personal style and connection to fashion and art
in several international magazines such as French
Vogue, Vanity Fair, Elle, V Magazine and Fantastic
Man to name a few.

LA MANUFACTURE

La Manufacture is a brand where design and
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international
designers. Each collection will highlight worldclass craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and
enduring quality.

CONTACTS

3, rue Edouard VII
75009 Paris — France
+33 142653746
contact@lamanufacture-paris.fr
lamanufacture-paris.fr

Size: W2920xD1320xH722mm

COLORS
Top:
Structure:

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Top: Antracite/Nero Ferro/Nero Rt 9822/ Peltro metal and
Concrete
Structure: Champagne extruded anodized aluminium

